to be all square

ScandiCurb gives you the freedom to think freely. You can
choose between a wide variety of shapes, colours and effects… or opt for a completely unique design where we cast
the desired curb solution on site.
This means you can decide whether your new curbs should
be straight, winding or perhaps both.
There is no doubt that your new curbs will last for many
years. In Canada, for instance, which has a similar climate to
Denmark, the ScandiCurb solution has become increasingly
popular in recent decades. People have become aware of the
clear benefits it offers, both in the private and public sectors.
In addition to casting practical, beautiful and durable curbs,
ScandiCurb is also a very economical solution, especially when
you consider its durability and the fact that gardens and parks
will be enjoyed for many years to come.
Open your eyes to a world of new opportunities

Curbs within reach
Bringing ideas to life takes place quickly and efficiently. In
most private gardens, laying the curbs takes no more than a
day. Naturally, it takes longer for larger landscaping projects.
However, our specially designed machinery produces complete curbs in record time – with no cement mixers and mini
trenchers making a mess of your garden.
We hope this brochure has whetted your appetite. If you
would like to learn more, please visit www.scandicurb.com.
If you would like a quotation or if you have any specific questions, then please do not hesitate to contact us.

Your supplier:

Open your eyes to a world
of new opportunities

www.scandicurb.com

You have to
draw a line
somewhere...
There is a lot to be said for
thinking in much more
practical and economic terms.
And everything points to a
classic and durable solution
from ScandiCurb.

It doesn’t have

No more compromises.
Welcome to curbs galore! / No curbs on curbs! / Curbs uncurbed!

No more difficult edges

Choice of patterns/textures

800 m park landscape

No more ugly plastic or
rotting wood edging

The popular bevelled edge

Lasts up to 30 years,
maybe even longer

A solution for leading
contractors

Practical lawn edging

Can also be cast directly onto
paving stones and asphalt etc.

Decide the shape of your curb using
a standard garden hose

Separates lawns and beds

An unconventional solution for a school

